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Although Einaudi had previously brought an often-solitary show to Carnegie Hall in 1994 and New York in 1995, In a Time
Lapse marks his first concert at the venue. While his performance is nothing if not technically agile and technically mature, it

is a delicate but powerful performance which will never be forgotten. It is not often that I have been so impressed with a
composer, but Einaudi manages to take great liberties and be so understated in his presence that it becomes incomparably
the most compelling and resonant of all pianos, then Einudis return to the status of an individualist in a time lapse with the

follow-up Nightbook, a collective effort in which each member of the Ensemble continues to show the many faces of his
personality. Although he must be a talented person to receive international recognition, Einaudi has become a symbol of the
troubled classical world. And the fact that his talents reach farther and wider than anyone else in this rather limited genre,

certainly reflects his internal polytechnics... Einaudi has continued to break new ground: In a Time Lapse (2013) became the
first classical release to sell more digital downloads than physical copies. With the exception of Elton John, no other pianist is
capable of selling out multiple dates for large venues on the same scale. When he comes to the UK in the spring, the 66 year-

old will perform three nights at Eventim Apollo, Hammersmith and two at Alexandra Palace. His London residency will be
interspersed with a performance at Manchester O2 Apollo, a date that has been rescheduled due to the pandemic.
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The earlier, guitar-based music was the first popular work of Einaudi (the guitarist, producer and
composer David Amram passed away in 2013), and was recorded for his album Mama Asia at the
age of 21. It is a one-movement piece, inspired by Eastern music with strong Asian overtones. In a
sense, these projects are the musical equivalent of epic poems, written over time and evolving into

something greater than the sum of its parts. Off-kilter, electronic works are all available on his
compact disc and the choral and orchestral arrangements have the same accessibility. He says that
he began writing the music for Nature (recorded in 2014 with the Salzburg Festival Orchestra) when
he was in his mid-30s, and it is a combination of improvisatory and structured pieces which suggests
a somewhat late work. At the same time, the album is a reminder of an artistic growth that began in

childhood. It just dont occur to them that theyre talking about different things. In fact, a thriving
music magazine industry built on this confusion has done more to validate Einaudis artistic free-for-
all than any reviewer or publicist ever could. The standard language of musical criticism is the idea
that music must fit into stylistic categories to be properly understood. I dont believe that. I was an

enormous fan of the label [folk-rock]. I dont see why we cant like different sorts of music for different
reasons. I like a lot of little white churches, Einaudi jokes. Youre a jazz composer, I say, and we can

both laugh. Not long after, I come face to face with Einaudis jazz collection, Raising the Gazelle. Its a
quintet of songs built around the Einaudi familys summer home at Ponte a Volterra, a hilltop

farmhouse that has a 360-degree view over the Tuscan hills and plains. The track The Kite Song is a
recurring acoustic opus, whose haunting melodies are underpinned by a simple ostinato pattern of
repeated notes that follows the movement of a kite across the sky. I love this piece of music. Some

people call it dreamy. I love the sound of that word. 5ec8ef588b
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